Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease with hallmark extracellular amyloid plaques that involve not only the brain but also the inner retina.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b01] The inner retina bears the brunt of pathology, confirmed by histopathological studies that identified optic nerve axon degeneration and macular loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in the eyes of patients with AD.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b02],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b03]

Before the onset of dementia due to AD, patients may be identified as having mild cognitive impairment (MCI) based on neurocognitive testing.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b04] Those with amnestic type MCI (amnestic mild cognitive impairment \[aMCI\]) have up to a 48.7% chance of converting to AD within 30 months and thus represent an important target population for early intervention and disease surveillance.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b05] Several studies have examined inner retinal changes on optical coherence tomography (OCT) in individuals with MCI in hopes of finding early biomarkers of the disease.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b06][@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07][@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b08]--[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b09] However, results have been highly variable, showing decreased,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b06] unremarkable,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b09] or increased[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07] retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness in MCI. Interestingly, in AD individuals with more advanced cognitive impairment, RNFL thinning is a universal finding, suggesting that this may be a late finding in these eyes.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b06],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b08]

One potential explanation for the wide variability in RNFL measurements could be related to the occurrence of reactive gliosis in the inner retina in MCI and early stages of AD.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b10] We hypothesize that gliosis in these early stages may mask underlying subtle RNFL thinning on OCT since hypertrophy and proliferation of glial cells both within and on the surface of the RNFL may lead to artifactual thickening of the RNFL.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b11] Gliosis is a common inflammatory response involving hypertrophy, proliferation, and functional changes in glial cells in response to stress.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b12] This response has been reported in the brain and eye in chronic neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson\'s disease and AD and in glaucoma.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b13][@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b14]--[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b15] Histopathological studies of AD have reported reactive astrocytes clustered around amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques in the brain[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b14] and increased glial cell number and reactivity in the retina.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b03],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b12] In primary open-angle glaucoma, presumed activated retinal astrocytes and Müller cells appear on OCT as patchy hyperreflective structures on the RNFL that may mask RNFL thinning.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b15],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b16]

Hyperreflective retinal alterations that may suggest gliosis have not been studied in vivo in the eyes of those with AD-related dementia or in MCI. Recent advancements in adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) allow noninvasive visualization of the RNFL in vivo.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b17] This technique reveals inner retinal features at resolutions that are not possible with OCT.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b17],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] Scoles et al.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] have used AOSLO to characterize seven categories of hyperreflective inner retinal structures in participants with neurological diseases other than AD. In this prospective case--control study, we used AOSLO to investigate hyperreflective signatures in a population with early cognitive impairment (aMCI or early dementia due to AD (eAD) and compared them to cognitively normal, matched controls.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Study Population {#s2a}
----------------

This single-center case--control study at the Department of Ophthalmology, Northwestern University in Chicago, Illinois, was prospectively approved by the Institutional Review Board of Northwestern University. The study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. We used the University of California, San Diego Brief Assessment of Capacity to Consent (UBACC) to assess capacity to provide informed consent and obtained written informed consent from all participants.

We recruited a total of 16 cognitively impaired individuals with a clinical diagnosis of aMCI[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b04] (*n* = 14 participants) or eAD[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b19] (*n* = 2 participants) and 14 matched cognitively normal controls from the Clinical Core of the Northwestern Alzheimer\'s Disease Center (ADC). We combined aMCI and eAD participants in this cohort because of the presumed shared underlying cause of their cognitive impairment and similar severity of impairment (mild).[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b04] We specifically focused on aMCI participants, defined as MCI individuals with a predominant memory domain deficit.

The clinical diagnoses of aMCI and eAD were based on previously published diagnostic criteria from the National Institute on Aging.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b04],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b19] Briefly, all aMCI and eAD diagnoses required a detailed research clinical assessment to rule out additional medical causes of impairment and a formal neuropsychological battery from the Uniform Data Set (UDS) as described in the Cognitive Assessment section. Whenever possible, available biomarker data were also included in consideration of the final diagnosis.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b04],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b19] The ADC provided available cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) biomarker status, determined based on Aβ~1--42~ and phosphorylated-tau levels as previously described,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b20] and apolipoprotein E ε4 (apoE4) allele status, a genetic risk factor of AD.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b21] AD patients were required to meet criteria for dementia and additionally to have insidious onset of disease and cognitive deficits in amnestic and nonamnestic domains on testing that were characteristic for dementia caused by AD. Our aMCI and eAD participants were required to have Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) ≥ 13 (Mini-Mental State Exam \[MMSE\]) equivalent of ≥ 19)[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b22] to be categorized as early in their disease course. In addition to specific neurocognitive performance metrics, the diagnosis of MCI required preservation of activities of daily living while eAD required an impairment of activities of daily living due to the cognitive loss. Thus, all participants had a study partner who completed the Activities of Daily Living Questionnaire, a reliable assessment of functional ability in dementia.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b24] Cognitively normal controls also underwent the same battery of assessments. Control individuals were matched to the cognitively impaired individuals based on age (within 3 years), sex, and race.

Exclusion criteria included pre-existing ocular pathology such as glaucoma, macular degeneration, diabetic or hypertensive retinopathy, retinal detachment, ocular trauma, high myopia (\>6 diopters \[D\]), intraocular pressure (IOP) of \>20, epiretinal membranes or extensive cataracts confirmed by participant report, OCT images, and review of electronic medical records. Participants meeting any of these exclusion criteria by personal report, OCT images, or on review of medical records were excluded. We also excluded participants with neurological disorders known to affect the retina such as multiple sclerosis and Parkinson\'s disease, as well as conditions such as uncontrolled hypertension or diabetes, and current smokers. On AOSLO, we excluded eyes that had less than one quadrant imaged or poor-quality images with the RNFL not in focus. On OCT, we excluded images with a signal quality measure of \<6 or an absolute signal strength intensity \<45.

Cognitive Assessment {#s2b}
--------------------

All participants had completed the same extensive annual neurocognitive assessment using the Uniform Data Set (UDS) of the National Institute on Aging Alzheimer\'s Disease Program.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b25] Testing included a battery of clinical, functional, and neuropsychological assessments in the domains of language, visuospatial functions, executive attention, and working memory.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b25] In the current study, we focused on memory domain tests including the Craft Story 21 immediate and delayed recall, which assess episodic memory, and the Rey Audio Verbal Learning Test delayed recall, which assesses word list memory. The MoCA is also included as a measure of overall cognitive function. We also report the global score on the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale, a clinical metric of cognitive--functional impairment. Amnestic MCI is usually defined by a global CDR score of 0.5 and eAD by a score of 0.5 to 1.0 (mild dementia).[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b26] On all reported neuropsychological tests, a higher score indicates better performance.

Ophthalmologic Assessment {#s2c}
-------------------------

We obtained a full history and reviewed the electronic health record of all participants for past medical, ocular, surgical, and medication (including eye drops) history that may suggest a confounding ocular disease such as glaucoma. All participants underwent manual refraction, best-corrected visual acuity, confrontational visual field testing, and IOP measurement using Tono-Pen (Reichert Technologies, Buffalo, NY, USA). All imaging was performed after pupil dilation (proparacaine 0.5%, tropicamide 1%, and phenylephrine 2.5% ophthalmic solutions). Macular and optic nerve pathology was assessed on OCT scans by a board-certified ophthalmologist, retina specialist (A.A.F.).

Adaptive Optics Imaging {#s2d}
-----------------------

We acquired AOSLO images using the Apaeros LF retinal imaging system (Boston Micromachines Corporation, Boston, MA, USA) based on the optical design of Dubra et al.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b27] As previously described,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b28] the system uses an 97 actuator AlpAO DM (AlpAO SAS, Montbonnot, France) with 25 μm of stroke for wavefront correction. The light sources include two superluminescent diodes, centered at 790 and 850 nm. The 790-nm source was used in imaging and the 850-nm source for wavefront sensing. The combined power at the eye was ∼130 μW.

Our AOSLO images were focused on the inner retina, specifically the inner surface of the RNFL, which was identified by the characteristic reflective retinal nerve bundle striations and vasculature as previously shown.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b17],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] We began image acquisition at the optic nerve head and continued in a grid pattern, guided by a widefield mirror to capture the superior, temporal, and inferior peripapillary regions. We started with widefield 5° × 4.5° image sequences of the RNFL layer for orientation, then acquired 2° × 2° scans. In areas of interest, we also obtained additional high-resolution 1° × 1° images. Images were acquired in sequences of 60 frames over 2 seconds. To facilitate montaging, we used an overlap of 0.5° between image sequences.

Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging {#s2e}
------------------------------------

We acquired structural RNFL thickness using the RTVue-XR OCT Avanti System (Optovue, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA. Software Version 2016.1.0.26). We also examined the peripapillary 4.5 × 4.5-mm^2^ en face OCT and cross-sectional B-scans qualitatively for inner retinal pathology corresponding to regions of interest on AOSLO.

Adaptive Optics Image Analysis {#s2f}
------------------------------

We uploaded the AOSLO images onto ImageJ[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b29] and extracted representative frames (individual images from the image sequence) of each region of the RNFL for semiautomated montage of the individual frames using the i2k Retina Pro montaging software (DualAlign LLC, Clifton Park, NY, USA). Two separate graders (Y.S.Z., A.C.O.), masked to the diagnosis of the participants, identified hyperreflective features on the montages. They categorized the features based on their size, location, and phenotypic appearance and measured their area and dimensions. In addition, we measured the total retinal area imaged in each participant. All measurements were performed on Image J and calculated based on a theoretical (not actual) average axial length of 24 mm.

Membrane Types {#s2g}
--------------

Membranes with previously reported characteristics were categorized based on specifications by Scoles et al.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] Granular membranes were defined as a contiguous hyperreflective structure \>50 μm in diameter with texture similar to clustered grains of sand, forming a mesh-like membrane with distinct borders. Nummular features were defined as a discrete disc-shaped hyperreflectivity 10 to 30 μm in diameter. Membranes that did not fit into previously reported types were named by agreement. For example, we identified mottled membranes that did not fit into either the waxy---noted as a very smooth and opaque membrane--- or granular membranes described by Scoles et al.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] We defined mottled membranes as \>50 μm in diameter and obscuring the underlying RNFL with some areas of clearing. Their texture was coarser compared to waxy or granular membranes, nonhomogeneous, and speckled with scattered punctate areas of reflectivity \>10 μm in diameter.

Statistical Analysis {#s2h}
--------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). An interclass correlation (ICC) for absolute agreement was performed for the image analysis results completed by the two separate graders. A *P* value of \<0.05 was considered significant for all analyses. We used the Mann-Whitney *U* test for nonparametric comparison of the number and area covered by hyperreflective membranes between the cognitively normal and impaired groups as well as between the CSF biomarker or apoE4 allele present and absent group. We used Fisher\'s exact test for small sample sizes to compare the proportion of individuals in each group (cognitively impaired or control) with membranes. Spearman correlation for nonparametric populations was used to investigate the correlation between membrane parameters and cognitive performance or age. We did not compare nummular features between our cohorts as these features are prevalent in both healthy and diseased states.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18]

Results {#s3}
=======

Our study originally recruited 30 participants (aMCI *n* = 14, eAD *n* = 2, control *n* = 14 participants). One aMCI individual was excluded for inability to follow the target to complete imaging. Two aMCI and two control participants were excluded for bilateral poor image quality, likely due to extensive cataracts. Finally, one aMCI individual was excluded for findings of intraretinal edema on OCT. Ultimately, 10 aMCI and 2 eAD participants were eligible for further analysis. Six individual eyes (5 eyes due to poor image quality, 1 eye for fixation difficulties) were excluded, leaving 18 eyes in the cognitively impaired group for final analysis. In the 12 control participants, 3 eyes were excluded due to poor image quality, leaving 21 eyes as shown on [Table 1](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t01){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Demographics and Cognitive Information

  **Characteristics**                                  **aMCI/eAD,** ***n*** **= 12**   **Control,** ***n*** **= 12**  ***P*** **Value**\*
  --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- ---------------------
  Sex, male/female                                                  3/9                              3/9               
  Age, y†                                                       71.92 ± 5.87                    72.66 ± 6.43           0.98
  Education, y†                                                 16.12 ± 2.33                    16.83 ± 1.64           0.59
  Race, *n*                                                                                                            
   African American                                                  1                                1                
   Caucasian/Hispanic                                               9/2                             11/0               
  Diabetes, *n*§                                                     1                                0                
  Hypertension, *n*§                                                 4                                3                
  IOP, mm Hg†                                                   16.08 ± 2.91                    16.58 ± 2.19           0.59
  No. of eyes imaged†                                      1.50 ± 0.52 (18 total)          1.75 ± 0.45 (21 total)      0.32
  Area of eye imaged, mm^2^†                                    8.52 ± 4.96                     12.09 ± 8.12           0.38
  Interval between cognitive and imaging visits, y†            0.386 ± 0.261                    0.269 ± 0.190          0.20
  MoCA, total = 30†                                             22.08 ± 3.70                    26.92 ± 2.15           **\<0.001**
  CDR†‡                                                         0.54 ± 0.14                         0 ± 0              **\<0.001**
  CS Imm, total = 25†                                           9.75 ± 2.73                     17.50 ± 2.39           **\<0.001**
  CS Del, total = 25†                                           6.33 ± 5.58                     16.50 ± 3.03           **\<0.001**
  RAVLT Del, total = 15†                                        2.91 ± 4.01                     10.75 ± 3.31           **\<0.001**

Statistically significant *P* values are bold. CS Imm, Craft Story immediate; CS Del, Craft Story delayed; RAVLT Del, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test delayed recall.

2-tailed *P* values from Mann-Whitney *U* test.

Data reported as mean ± standard deviation.

CDR scores range from 0 (no dementia) to 0.5 (questionable) to 1.0 (mild).

Participants with uncontrolled diabetes or hypertension or with retinopathy related to medical disease were excluded.

Overall, the number of eyes and the peripapillary area successfully imaged were not significantly different between the two groups. Of note, only 5/12 of the cognitively impaired and 10/12 of the control participants had complete imaging of the superior quadrant of the optic nerve due to machine limitations. Other demographic information shows that the two groups were successfully matched according to age, sex, and race and had similar IOP and interval between cognitive testing and imaging visits. As expected, the cognitively impaired group performed worse on all cognitive tests.

The two graders showed excellent absolute ICC with coefficient of 0.930 (95% confidence interval \[CI\] at 0.831--0.971). A total of 26 membranes were found in our 24 participants (39 total eyes). Most of the membranes (20/26) were found in the inferior quadrant while 2 granular membranes were found in the temporal quadrant and 4 granular membranes were found in the superior quadrant of eyes with aMCI. [Table 2](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t02){ref-type="table"} summarizes the overall results for hyperreflective membranes and RNFL thickness. [Table 3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t03){ref-type="table"} summarizes the correlation between membrane parameters and participant age or cognitive score.

###### 

Comparison of RNFL Thickness and Membrane Parameters Between the Cognitively Impaired and Control Groups

  AOSLO or OCT Parameter               **aMCI/eAD,** ***n*** **= 12**   **Control,** ***n*** **= 12**  ***P*** **Value**
  ----------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------
  All membranes                                                                                        
   Total No. of membranes                            22                               4                
   Participants with 1+ membrane(s)                 7/12                            3/12               0.21\*
   Participants with 2+ membranes                   5/12                            1/12               0.16\*
   Mean No.†                                    1.83 ± 0.705                    0.330 ± 0.188          0.056‡
   Mean area† mm^2^                           0.0943 ± 0.0425                  0.0275 ± 0.0266         0.066‡
  Granular membrane                                                                                    
   Total No. of membranes                            19                               2                
   Participants with 1+ membrane(s)                 7/12                            2/12               0.19\*
   Participants with 2+ membranes                   5/12                            0/12               **0.037\***
   Mean No.†                                    1.58 ± 0.609                    0.167 ± 0.112          **0.020**‡
   Mean area† mm^2^                           0.0833 ± 0.0379                 0.00163 ± 0.00119        **0.020**‡
  Mottled membrane                                                                                     
   Total No. of membranes                            3                                2                
   Participants with 1+ membrane(s)                 2/12                            1/12               1\*
   Mean No.†                                   0.250 ± 0.179                   0.167 ± 00.167          0.58‡
   Mean area† mm^2^                           0.0110 ± 0.00808                 0.0534 ± 0.0534         0.62‡
  RNFL thickness                                                                                       
   Global† μm                                   98.82 ± 3.48                    99.29 ± 3.74           0.67‡
   Inferior quadrant† μm                       130.07 ± 4.39                    127.13 ± 5.55          0.88‡

Statistically significant *P* values are bold.

2-tailed *P* values using Fisher\'s exact test.

Data reported as mean ± standard error.

2-tailed *P* values using Mann-Whitney *U* test.

###### 

Spearman Correlation Between Membrane Parameters, Cognitive Performance, and Age

  Membrane Parameter   **MoCA**     **Age**              
  -------------------- ------------ ----------- -------- -------
  Total membranes                                        
   No.                 −0.294       0.163       −0.254   0.230
   Area                −0.326       0.121       −0.325   0.122
  Granular membranes                                     
   No.                 −0.376       0.07        −0.159   0.459
   Area                −**0.411**   **0.046**   −0.220   0.302
  Mottled membranes                                      
   No.                 0.017        0.938       −0.143   0.505
   Area                −0.012       0.955       −0.153   0.476

Statistically significant *P* values are bold.

Available apoE4 data were obtained from 21 participants. Seven of the 12 (58.3%) cognitively impaired individuals had at least 1 apoE4 allele while none of the 9 controls with available genetic data had any apoE4 alleles. Five of our cognitively impaired participants had CSF biomarker data available and were all biomarker positive. When considering the genetic and biomarker data together, nine (75%) cognitively impaired participants had at least one apoE4 allele or CSF biomarker present. Thirteen of the remaining participants had no genetic allele or CSF biomarkers. [Table 4](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t04){ref-type="table"} summarizes our findings comparing membrane parameters between the cohort with either genetic allele or CSF biomarker present and the participants with both parameters absent.

###### 

Comparison of Membrane Parameters Between the apoE4 or CSF Present and Absent Groups

  Membrane Parameter         **apoE4 or CSF Biomarker Present,** ***n*** **= 9**   **apoE4 or CSF Biomarker Absent,** ***n*** **= 13**   ***P*** **Value\***
  ------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
  Granular membrane                                                                                                                     
   Total No. of membranes                            17                                                     4                           
   Mean No.†                                    1.875 ± 0.772                                         0.308 ± 0.175                             0.051
   Mean area† mm^2^                            0.0818 ± 0.0446                                       0.0218 ± 0.0728                            0.060
  Mottled membrane                                                                                                                      
   Total No. of membranes                             3                                                     2                           
   Mean No.†                                    0.333 ± 0.236                                         0.154 ± 0.154                             0.601
   Mean area† mm^2^                            0.0147 ± 0.0106                                       0.0493 ± 0.0493                            0.647

2-tailed *P* values from Mann-Whitney *U* test.

Data reported as mean ± standard error.

Granular Membranes {#s3a}
------------------

[Figure 1](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f01){ref-type="fig"} shows representative images of granular membranes. On AOSLO, the granular membranes showed a sand-like texture and did not follow the direction of the RNFL. The membranes covered the RNFL, most often adjacent to the vasculature. On [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f02){ref-type="fig"}*,* corresponding areas on OCT cross sections ([Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f02){ref-type="fig"}G--I) showed that a minority of granular membranes (4/21 membranes, 19.0%) could be visualized on OCT as preretinal hyperreflective layers, while the majority of membranes were not discernable on OCT. Four of the aMCI participants with granular membranes also had noncontiguous, poorly defined satellite hyperreflective lesions surrounding the primary well-demarcated granular membrane, as shown in [Figures 1](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f01){ref-type="fig"}B and [1](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f01){ref-type="fig"}E in blue arrows.

![Granular membranes on adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO). Scale bars: 100 μm. (A--F) AOSLO en face images of granular membranes from cognitively impaired participants; (G, H) granular membranes from controls. Yellow arrows help delineate the primary granular membrane. In (B, E), the blue arrows delineate the satellite lesions.](i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f01){#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f01}

![Granular membranes on multimodal imaging. Scale bars: 100 μm. (A--C) Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) en face images of granular membranes. (D--F) The corresponding location of the AOSLO membranes highlighted in white boxes on en face optical coherence tomography (OCT). The OCT images show masked optic nerve heads as automated by the machine. (G--I) The OCT B-scans in the corresponding region of interest. The cross sections in (G, H) with their insets illustrate subtle hyperreflective features above the retina (yellow arrow), while in (I) there is a suggestion of focal thickening of the internal limiting membrane (yellow arrow).](i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f02){#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f02}

We found that in the group with cognitive impairment, 7/12 (58.3%) participants had granular membranes (19 membranes total) while only 2/12 (16.7%) control participants had granular membranes (2 membranes total), as summarized in [Table 2](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t02){ref-type="table"}. We found that a statistically significant (*P* = 0.037) proportion of cognitively impaired individuals had more than one granular membrane (2+ membranes) as compared to the control group, with a large effect size of Cramer\'s V = 0.513. However, there was no difference in the number of participants in either group with one membrane or more (1+ membrane). We also found that the cognitively impaired group had more membranes (*P* = 0.020; Hedges\' g effect size = 0.902) and wider area covered by granular membranes (*P* = 0.020; Hedges\' g effect size = 0.879) compared to the controls.

[Table 3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t03){ref-type="table"} summarizes a statistically significant inverse correlation (*r* = −0.411, *P* = 0.046) between the overall extent of granular membranes and cognitive performance in the entire cohort. We found that individuals with a larger area of granular membranes had worse performance on the MoCA. Lastly, while [Table 4](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t04){ref-type="table"} shows no statistically significant differences between participants with genetic or CSF biomarkers and those without, the cohort with apoE4 or CSF biomarker present had a higher mean number (*P* = 0.051) and area (*P* = 0.060) of granular membranes that was approaching significance.

Mottled Membranes {#s3b}
-----------------

[Figures 3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f03){ref-type="fig"}A and [3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f03){ref-type="fig"}B show mottled membranes, which were found in the cognitively impaired (*n* = 2 participants) and control (*n* = 1 participant) groups. Mottled membranes showed a coarse and lacy appearance with scattered and larger punctate areas of hyperreflectivity, often appearing nonhomogeneous, which distinguished them from granular membranes. All of the mottled membranes were found in the inferior quadrant. There were no corresponding alterations visualized on OCT. We did not find a statistically significant difference in these membranes between the cognitively normal and impaired groups or between the CSF biomarker or apoE4 allele present and absent groups.

![Mottled membranes and nummular features on adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO). Scale bars: 100 μm. (A, B) Representative AOSLO en face images of mottled membranes from controls. (C, D) AOSLO en face nummular features from cognitively impaired individuals.](i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f03){#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f03}

Nummular Features {#s3c}
-----------------

We found clusters of nummular hyperreflective features ([Figs. 3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f03){ref-type="fig"}C, [3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f03){ref-type="fig"}D) in both aMCI (*n* = 4 participants) and control (*n* = 4 participants) individuals. These disc-shaped granular textured reflective features appeared on the inner retina with a diameter of 10 to 30 μm and often had a central clearing, as previously described.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18]

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The major finding of our study is that individuals with early cognitive impairment related to suspected AD have more numerous and larger areas covered by granular membranes, which we hypothesize are manifestations of inner retinal gliosis on AOSLO. These membranes (up to 500 μm in diameter) are much larger than the solid ovoid retinal amyloid plaques (1--10 μm) that have previously been reported in AD histopathological studies.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b01],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b30] We hypothesize that these preretinal granular membranes ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-f01){ref-type="fig"}) could be a manifestation of reactive gliosis, related either to Müller cell end feet that normally form the internal limiting membrane, activated glial cells that have migrated to a location of stress,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b31] or reactive astrocytic processes that normally surround blood vessels in the inner retina. Previous studies have established an association between AD and glial cell activation in the brain and retina.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b03],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b13] In the human AD retina, Blanks et al.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b03] described extensive labeling of Müller cell radial processes and end feet in addition to proliferation and activation of astrocytes. Furthermore, an animal model of AD has shown histologically dense bundles of Müller cell end feet forming a network surrounding the blood vessels of the inner retina.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b32] In the MCI population, our group previously found an inverse correlation between RNFL thickness in the inferior quadrant and cognitive performance, leading us to hypothesize that reactive gliosis may be an earlier feature than previously observed.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b03],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07]

Many studies have explored whether RNFL measurements could serve as an early marker for detection of AD.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b09],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b33],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b34] However, the results of these studies have been highly controversial, showing either thinner, unremarkable, or thicker RNFL measurements in MCI participants compared to controls.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b09],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b33],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b34] In the current cohort, we found no difference in RNFL thickness between the cognitively impaired and control groups ([Table 2](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t02){ref-type="table"}). This finding corroborates our prior study[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07] and further supports the hypothesis that reactive gliotic changes in early cognitive impairment may mask or precede pathological neurodegeneration that is ultimately detectable in later stages of AD as RNFL thinning.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b06],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b33] If the initial change in the retina of cognitively impaired individuals is indeed reactive gliosis, then this may explain the highly variable reports of RNFL changes in MCI groups[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b06],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b09] and would call for a paradigm shift in the search for retinal biomarkers that could be ideal for early detection.

Our current study highlights granular membranes, a potential manifestation of gliosis on AOSLO, as a candidate biomarker for early cognitive impairment. Another avenue for biomarkers is the retinal vasculature, which can be visualized noninvasively by OCT angiography (OCTA).[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b35] Several groups have found decreased parafoveal vessel density and flow on OCTA in those with more advanced AD, especially in rigorous studies that accounted for potential age-related changes.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b36],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b37] According to the vascular hypothesis of AD, early hypoperfusion in AD may lead to decreased Aβ clearance and subsequent plaque accumulation,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b38],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b39] and thus, vascular alterations could be early manifestations in the course of the disease. Indeed, our group recently showed that individuals with early cognitive impairment also exhibit inner retinal hypoperfusion that manifests on OCTA as decreased parafoveal vessel density.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b40] Our current finding of granular membranes on AOSLO and previous study of vascular hypoperfusion on OCTA provide promising biomarkers of early AD that warrant large-scale investigations.

A secondary finding in our study is an association between granular membrane area and poor cognitive performance ([Table 3](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t03){ref-type="table"}), which further suggests that these membranes may serve as biomarkers. However, longitudinal studies are needed to further investigate the relationship between these membranes and conversion to AD or disease progression. It is possible that the satellite lesions seen in a few aMCI and eAD participants are secondary extensions of gliosis that may eventually become contiguous components of the primary granular membrane, a question to be explored in longitudinal studies.

We also found a trend toward significantly increased number and area of granular membranes in participants with either the apoE4 allele or CSF biomarkers of AD, a trend that did not exist for mottled membranes. ApoE is a cholesterol carrier that has been implicated in Aβ metabolism. The apoE4 allele is one of the strongest genetic risk factors for AD, with the odds ratio of developing disease reported to range from 14.9 to 33.1 in individuals with two alleles.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b21],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b41],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b42] CSF biomarker positivity provides indirect evidence of AD pathology in MCI and AD patients, with a positive predictive value for conversion to AD of 60% to 70% in individuals with MCI.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b43],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b44] Therefore, individuals with either the apoE4 allele or CSF biomarkers represent a high-risk population for having or developing AD pathology. The trend of increased granular but not mottled membrane parameters in these high-risk individuals further supports the potential role of granular membrane in bolstering current biomarker and genetic data to risk stratify patients. Future studies correlating AOSLO findings to complete Alzheimer\'s biomarker data should be considered.

Beyond our findings in cognitively impaired individuals, our study reflects on the relevance of exploring the inner retina using AOSLO. Previously, hyperreflective alterations superficial to the RNFL on OCT have been putatively linked to activated glial cells in diseases such as glaucoma[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b16],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b45] and retinitis pigmentosa,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b46] and in normal aging.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b16],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b47] AOSLO has a much higher lateral resolution than OCT, allowing for more specific characterization of the surface features of these hyperreflective structures,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] which is critical in illustrating their pathological signatures. For example, on AOSLO epiretinal membranes appear striated and contracted,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b48] while waxy membranes appear smooth like dripped wax.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] Both of these membranes are phenotypically distinct from the granular or mottled membranes described in our study, a fine distinction that far exceeds the resolution possible on OCT. In fact, the majority of our membranes (22/26 membranes, 84.6%) showed no corresponding alterations on cross-sectional OCT. Thus, our study highlights the importance of using AOSLO, to better define the phenotypic and pathological spectrum of inner retinal hyperreflective signatures.

On AOSLO, Scoles et al.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] previously showed that granular membranes can be seen in several disease states including glaucoma and Parkinson\'s, where histopathological evidence of gliosis in the retina has been reported.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b13],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b49],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b50] Therefore, we believe that granular membranes could be a manifestation of a common gliotic pathway shared by several disease entities. Our data ([Table 2](#i1552-5783-60-10-3527-t02){ref-type="table"}) showed that a greater proportion of cognitively impaired participants had multiple granular membranes (*n* = 5 participants, 41.7%) compared to controls (*n* = 0 participants). Although a small minority of controls (*n* = 2 participants, 16.7%) also had granular membranes, they each had a single small membrane. The presence of membranes in our control group is not surprising when considering the many pathways that lead to gliotic changes. In fact, hyperreflective alterations can be found on OCT in healthy eyes, especially with advancing age.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b16],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b45],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b47] Perhaps taking into account the number and extent of membranes rather than the presence of a single small membrane may be an important consideration in future studies exploring granular membranes as biomarkers.

In our study, we intentionally excluded patients with ocular pathology such as retinal detachment and glaucoma that may be associated with gliosis. We also found no significant correlation between age and membrane parameters, suggesting that the hyperreflective alterations seen in our cognitively impaired group cannot be explained by aging. The granular membranes were mostly found near vessels around the optic disc and not associated with any contraction, distinguishing them from epiretinal membranes that have a distinctive striated and contracted appearance on AOSLO.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b48],[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b51] However, based on our data, we were not able to determine the status of posterior vitreous adherence in our participants. Thus, we were unable to comment on the possible contribution of the vitreous to our findings, which may be interesting to consider for future studies.

Other hyperreflective alterations found in both groups include nummular reflective features that have previously been found in both healthy and pathological retinas.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] They were hypothesized to be Gunn\'s dots or physiological Müller glial cell end feet.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b18] We also found mottled membranes with no difference (number or size) between the two groups. Our data suggest that the distinction between granular and mottled membranes, made possible by AOSLO, appears to be important in the study of AD.

Our study paves the way for future AOSLO investigations of inner retinal hyperreflective alterations as potential new biomarkers of early AD. Our findings also serve as a window into early disease pathophysiology involving potential gliosis. As the number of individuals living with AD is projected to grow from 55 million to 88 million by 2050, it is critically important to better understand early disease pathophysiology in order to identify biomarkers that are noninvasive and predictive of disease progression.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b52] Current CSF and positron emission tomography markers are invasive and costly, and lack the sensitivity and specificity for early disease detection.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b53][@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b54]--[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b55] On the other hand, AOSLO is noninvasive and has the ability to capture inner retinal pathology at unparalleled high resolutions in vivo.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b17] Future studies with a larger sample size and longitudinal design will be essential to validate AOSLO as a tool for screening, surveillance, or risk stratification of patients with early cognitive impairment. The results of these studies could help identify a subgroup within the mildly cognitively impaired population that is at higher risk for progression to AD,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b04] who could be ideal candidates for early therapeutic intervention.[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b53]

The strengths of our study include the prospective matched (age, sex, and race) control design. In addition, our control group underwent an equally rigorous neurocognitive assessment as the cognitively impaired group. The rigor and reproducibility of our AOSLO data analysis was ensured by two independent masked graders, and the excellent ICC. The biggest limitation of our study is our small sample size, which can be attributed to the stringent patient selection criteria as well as strict image quality requirements. As the average age of our study population was over 70, the presence of cataracts or inability of patients to fixate on the target for the duration of imaging affected AOSLO image quality, which limited complete collection of AOSLO data in all participants. However, the large effect size of our findings, despite the small sample size, suggests that there is a meaningful difference between the cognitively impaired and control groups. Other limitations include technical limitations that precluded superior quadrant image acquisition in all our participants. Since the superior quadrant is thought to be most affected by AD pathology,[@i1552-5783-60-10-3527-b56] data from this quadrant may have further strengthened our results. Furthermore, technical limitations in superior quadrant imaging stand as a temporary and technically surmountable limitation in the current system that should not be construed as a generalized limitation of the AOSLO approach in future studies. We also did not obtain axial length for correction of magnification error. However, given the relatively large size of membranes and the exclusion of high myopes, we would not expect our results to change significantly with axial length corrections. Lastly, we were unable to obtain biomarker data from all of our participants.

In conclusion, we found significantly more granular membranes, hypothesized to be manifestations of gliosis, in the early cognitively impaired group than in their cognitively normal counterparts. Moreover, increasing granular membrane area correlated with worsening cognitive performance. Overall, our study suggests that individuals with early cognitive impairment related to AD have granular membranes on AOSLO, not detectable on OCT, that may represent a potentially early noninvasive marker of AD. Future directions include studies with larger sample sizes as well as longitudinal studies to examine the ability of these retinal hyperreflective changes to predict future cognitive decline and conversion to AD.
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